


INTRODUCTION

 Originally constructed in 1934, the Grumman XF3F-1 prototype was powered by a Pratt & Whit-
ney R-1535 engine in more refined form. 

 The production series F3F-1 proved to be a manoeuvrable, fast and deceptively (for its bulky looks) 
fast machine. With an incredibly short takeoff run of less than 200 feet, the aeroplane was the ideal re-
sponse to the original brief for a carrier-based fighter.

 In 1936, the prototype XF3F-2 took to the air with a new Wright Cyclone power plant, a top speed 
of 255 mph and a service ceiling of 33,800 feet. The US Navy ordered 81 Grumman F3F-2 s in 1937. 
Development problems in the design programme for upcoming new monoplane fighters led to an ‘exten-
sion’ of the useful career of the F3F and the production of the F3F-3 version for 1938. Apart from some 
minor aerodynamic improvements, these machines were practically  identical to the F3F-2.

 Pilots enjoyed their ‘flying barrels’ immensely reporting them as a ‘joy to fly’ being fast, immensely 
strong and agile performers. Snap rolls, tight turns and loops were carried out with ease and the aeroplane 
could be put down in a perfect three pointer at varying speeds and weight configurations. 

 The tough little Grummans became the mainstay fighters in all front-line squadrons of the US 
NAVY and MARINE CORPS throughout 1939 and on to the early days of the Second World War. 
Many design features such as the complex action retracting undercarriage and ‘tubby’ fuselage would find 
their way into the new breed of ship borne fighters, the legendary F4F Wildcats and F6F Hellcats.

 A total of 140 F2Fs and F3Fs were still on squadron strength at the outbreak of hostilities and the 
rugged little fighters remained in service as combat trainers, until as late as 1943.

 LEADING PARTICULARS

 Length   23ft. 2ins. (7.06m)
 Height   9ft. 4ins. (2.84m)
 Wingspan   32ft 0ins. (9.75m)
 Wing Area    260sq.ft. (24.15sq.m)
 Empty Weight  3,285 lb. (1,490 kg)
 Max. Takeoff weight 4,795 lb. (2,175 kg)

 Power Plant   1 x Wright R-1820-22 “Cyclone” 9 cylinder radial  950hp

 Maximum Speed  264mph (229 kn)  @ 15,250 ft. ( 4,658 m)
 Cruise speed  150mph (130 kn)
 Range   980 miles (850 nm, 1,600km)
 Service ceiling  33,200 ft. (10,120 m)
 Rate of climb  2,800 ft/min 

 Armament   1 x 30cal. And 1 x 50cal. Machine Guns and 2 x 100lb Bombs
 



                 Aircraft in this simulation

 

        VF-6 BU1033 aboard “WASP”. 
 

        VF-6 BU0986 aboard “ENTERPRISE”.
 

        VMF-2  BU0994 Marine Corps BU 0995  
        

        

        
        US Navy fighter trainer from 1942



               

        VF-4 BU0810 aboard “LEXINGTON”
 

        VMF-2 BU0976 aboard “SARATOGA”

        BU0972 U.S.Army Air Corps

 It is worth noting that prior to WW2, the US military air services adorned their 
aircraft with brightly painted markings and much silver paint. The aircraft were kept in 
pristine condition by their ground crews and pilots took great pride in their mounts. 
 The painted cowls signified the aircraft’s position in a fighting group and the colour 
indicated the carrier from which they flew. Several fighting units flying in formation must have 
made quite an impression!
 
 Sadly, the tragic events of Pearl Harbour in 1942 saw the end of such extravagant markings 
and the F3Fs, like their later off-spring, succumbed to more formal overall blue/greys and olive 
drabs.  Things would never be the same again. 



WALKAROUND

 

 The first and obvious observation one can make when approaching an F3F for the 
first time is the stout appearance of the tubby fuselage. The enormous Wright Cyclone engine 
dominates everything, swinging its huge three blade variable pitch propeller.

 The engine cowl incorporates muzzle tubes for the two machine guns. The right hand gun being 
a 50 calibre and the left, 30 calibre. The 50 cal. Is also mounted a little bit lower in the cowl 
on that side.  The guns are charged from trigger and pull handles in the cockpit.
 
 Another unique aspect of the F3F is its undercarriage. 

Previously rare on a bi-plane, the fully retractable undercarriage was raised 
or lowered by chain-drive and crank, from the cockpit. It has a very interest-
ing and complex action which is well-worth studying in use. This very same 



 Previously rare on a bi-plane, the fully retractable undercarriage was raised or lowered by 
chain-drive and crank, from the cockpit. It has a very interesting and complex action which is 
well-worth studying in use. This very same style of undercarriage continued through 
to the F4F Wildcat monoplane.

 

 Atop the fuselage immediately in front of the windscreen is the optical gun sight with its standby sights 
and pins. It passes right through the lower section of the front screen and into the cockpit where the pilot 
would use the rubber eyepiece on the end of the sight.
 The lower wings are somewhat shorter than the upper plane and have special handholds 
in the tips for ground crew to “walk” the aircraft around the field. 
 Beneath both lower wings are mounted single bomb racks which could carry a 100lb standard bomb 
or practice bomb, filled with sand and water. Models are available without bombs or racks for those who wish 
a “clean”configuration.
 The port lower wing carries a retractable landing light and approach light onthe underside of the 
leading edge. Toward the outer tip and on the top surface near the outer inter-plane strut is a 
“section” light for identification of the aircraft from the air. 
 The upper wings carried squadron recognition and formation lights which could also flash.  
Navigation lights are housed in small pods at the wing tips. Just two large upper wing ailerons are 
used in this aeroplane and no flaps are used. Mounted here are also antenna masts and in the 
centre section a demountable gun camera for training purposes. Models are icluded with no camera for those 
not wanting this option. 
 
 



Here’s a shot showing all the lights on an F3F-2
 

 

 The fuselage mid section carries the sliding fully-glazed canopy and steps for boarding.  The turtle 
deck behind the canopy carries a small light used for section identification.
 As you move toward the tail you will see a large braced metal horizontal tailplane and 
fabric covered elevator. The big fin and rudder are needed for tight turning on carrier decks. 
 The tail wheel unit is full retractable and aft of this is the housing for the retractable 
carrier-landing tail hook.  A white navigation lamp is mounted at the end of the housing.
 
 Well it’s time to climb aboard and get acquainted with the cockpit. It’s a big stretch up 
to that step so mind how you go!





ADDITIONAL PANEL INFORMATION

PRESS SHIFT+1 TO ACCESS THE SPECIAL CONFIGURATION PANEL.

This panel allows you to make adjustments to the configuration and cockpit views.
By pressing the buttons, you can toggle on the bomb-cart , remove the pilot and adjust your 
viewpoint (seat position) when in the cockpit.

PRESS SHIFT+2 TO ACCESS THE GPS

Obviously the F3F-2 was built way before the advent of Global Satellite Positioning systems!
However, for those used to using this equipment we have installed a GPS for navigation.

Note:

An optional set of navigation instruments, namely a VOR/ADF display, RMI with OBS and an ADF 
tuner are fitted in the lower central panel. They are accessed by using the special knob loacted 
directly below the Gyro Ball compass. The Nav and ADF needles of the VOR are switched in 
and out by using the small knob mounted on the lower left corner of the VOR instrument case.



 The cockpit of the Grumman F3F-2 is very well equipped considering this is a pre-war bi-plane. How-
ever, the cockpit is laid out in a logical manner and is very easy to navigate and get used to.The four main 
areas of interest are: 

 The Main Panels , The Left Console , The Right Console, The Electrical Panels.

The Main Panel
 

1. VOR/NAV indicator. This is an early instrument but gives the pilot basic Course Direction 

indication and Glideslope information to aid in carrier and airfield approaches. It reacts to 

frequencies set in the NAV radio. 2. Oil pressure light (extinguishes on engine run. 

3. Battery failure warning light. 4. Undercarriage lock indicator. 5. Altimeter.    

6. Airspeed indicator.       7. Turn/Slip indicator.       8. Tachometer.       9. Gyro Compass.    

10. Artificial Horizon  11. Gun Charge handle (sim only) 12. Comms and Nav radios   

13. Gear selection and lock 14. Supercharger control 15. Propeller control. 

16. Main tank fuel contents. 17. Ignition and magneto switches. 18. Tank selector and fuel cock. 



 The Main Panel left side detail.
 

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO READ AND MEMORISE THIS SECTION AS IT CONTAINS  VITAL 
INFORMATION ON CORRECT OPERATION OF SOME OF THE SWITCHES AND CONTROLS.

To operate the Gear Selector and Lock switch (13), first pull the pin using the ring pull pro-
vided. To select DOWN, toggle switch to the DOWN position and re-insert the lock pin. To 
lower the undercarriage, the pilot has to swap sides and use the gear retraction handle to lower 
the gear using the chain drive system. A small indicator near the crank handle will slide back 
and fore to indicate gear state. REMEMBER You cannot use the crank lever if you have not 
UNLOCKED the gear selector switch!
The Propeller Control (15) has a locked position. To unlock, use the right mouse button 
and drag. You will see the control rotate to the unlocked state, allowing you to push or pull the 
control to change propeller settings.
The Radios (12) are tuned using the two knobs on each radio. The outer knob controls the 
large digits, the inner controls the small digits.



An engine priming lever (20) is positioned adjacent to the starter and needs to be 
UNLOCKED before use. RIGHT CLICK the lever and it will pop out ready for use. 
Push the lever in and out to prime. A cold engine would probably need no more than 5 strokes.

A clock (22) is fitted and has a second set of hands in red which can be set via the 
centre knobs for use as a trip meter and time limit reminder.

The starter (21) is a two-part operation. First flip the cover up and then push the button in.

VERY IMPORTANT !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
You MUST press and HOLD the starter in. The Aeroplane Heaven F3F-2  has a set of 
special startup effects and props to simulate the unique start-up characteristics of the real 
Wright Cyclone engine. 

If you are using cntrl/E to start, You MUST press cntrl/E and HOLD the keys down.

We have also given you an option of MANUAL CARTRIDGE START or ELECTRIC START. 
Cartridge starting is when an oversize shotgun shell is loaded into a special 
breach mechanism and fired to swing the big prop over, sufficient to energise the mags 
and starter. Be prepared for a LOUD BANG when using the system!

 The Main Panel Right Side detail

 
 



 The Left Side Console

 

1.Tailhook lever  2.Throttle  3.Mixture control  4.Rudder trimtab control 5. Aileron 

Trimtab control 6. Bomb selector and drop lever. The lever is operated like a gear lever 

gate in a car. Move the lever to the selected side or centre for both and use the drop lever 

to the rear of the unit to “drop” the bomb. A quick check outside will confirm that the ordnance 

has left the carrier on the wing.  7. Tailwheel lock   8. Elevator  trim control and indicator.  

9. Left hand parkbrake lever.



 The Lower Main Sub-panel 

This panel carries a special knob under the Gyro Ball Compass which will toggle a set of optional Navigation 
instruments and an ADF tuner, for those who wish more modern navigational functions. This knobe will also 
remove the stick for better access to the ADF tuner

 The Right Side Console
 

51. Accelerometer  52. Gyro Ball compass and optional Nav. toggle  53. Carburettor temp.gauge

25. Manual/Electric start selector  26. Undercarriage lever  28. Manifold Pressure Gauge  29. 

Hydraulics (Brakes) Gauge. 30. Master Battery Switch  31 Battery Volts meter.  32. Cockpit 

Canopy Handle. 33. Cockpit torch light



 The Electrical Panel

34. Landing lights switch. This is a three position switch RETRACTED (OFF)  EXTENDED 

(OFF) EXTENDED (ON)  35. Projector light switch.  36. Instrument Panel Light Switch  

37. Compass Light Switch. 38. Chart Light Switch  39. Receptacle Light Switch.  

40. Section Lights Switches The section lights are mounted on the top surface of the left lower wing 

and the on top of the turtle back . They can be set to steady or made to flash by placing the switch in the 

appropriate position. 41. Approach lights switch. Set to steady or made to flash by placing the switch 

in the appropriate position. 42. Running Lights Switches. Set to dim or bright by placing the switch in 

the appropriate position. 43. Formation Lights Switches. Set to steady or made to flash by placing the 

switch in the appropriate position. A second switch is also provided to give a choice of bright or dim settings.

44. Generator Switch.  45. Secondary Battery Switch. 46. Distribution Panel Light control. 

47. Instrument light control. 48. Compass light control. 49. Amp/Volt Meter selector control. By 

using the knob you can display Generator Volts, Generator Amps or Battery Volts on the meter scale 50.



FLYING THE GRUMMAN F3F-2
 
 The “Flying Barrel” is actually a bit of a misnomer.  Powerful and very agile, pilots of the day re-
ported that the aeroplane was extremely rewarding to fly and possessed excellent performance and 
handling. An F3F-2 could get airborne in under 200 feet. The huge Wright radial hauling the tubby lit-
tle airframe into the air at an impressive climb rate of 2,800 ft. per minute. On test, the aircraft was 
put into a dive, achieving well over 400 MPH before pulling out. Such was the strength of the airframe.

 We’re now going to go through a typical procedure for starting and flying the Grumman F3F-2.

PRE START.

 Check that the parkbrakes are set. The big radial imparts a large amount of torque when starting and 
the aircraft can leap forward if not braked. 

 Set the fuel tank selector to Main. 
 
 Unlock and set the propeller control to LOW RPM.

 Set the mixture control to 50% and the throttle just cracked open.

 Turn the battery switch ON. If you are going to use cartridge start, select MANUAL 
using the option control.

 Check fuel contents

 Turn on the ignition switch (mounted on the Magneto panel) 

 If  making  a cold start, unlock the Primer lever and prime the engine with up to 5 strokes. 
Lock the Primer back  in.

START
 Switch the magneto control to BOTH. 
 
 Open the starter cover and depress and HOLD the starter button until the engine has 
fired and is starting the first combustion pass. This will take quite a few seconds so be patient 
and keep holding the starter button in.

 If you are using Cntrl/E to start, similarly, hold the keys down until the engine has started.
If the engine fails to fire, just repeat the starter operation until it  does.

 With the engine idling, allow it to warm up and check that the low pressure light is 
out on the main instrument panel. 

 Check that the manifold pressure gauge is reading.  Apply a small amount of throttle and the Manifold 
pressure should rise.

 Return the throttle to idle and allow the engine to warm up for a minute or two.

 Check that the gear is down and locked using the selector switch lock pin which should be IN.
The gear indicator should be showing DOWN and it should not be possible to move the gear crank 
handle.



 Check that the arrestor hook lever is UP and that  the  tailwheel lock is UNLOCKED.

 Set a small amount of right rudder trim. When taking off, this will help offset the torque 
transmitted by the big radial. 

 Feed in a small amount of UP elevator trim.

 Gently open the throttle a small amount and release the brakes. Once rolling forward start 
to steer to the runway using the rudder pedals. The freewheeling tailwheel yoke will help steer 
the aircraft in tight corners.

 Once at the runway and lined up, LOCK THE TAILWHEEL.

TAKEOFF
 
 Set the propeller control to MAX RPM and the mixture control to 100%.

 Advance the throttle smoothly and release the brakes. The aircraft will accelerate 
quickly and will unstick itself in around 190 feet of runway. Be ready to “catch” the torque effect of the
big prop with the stick to level the aircraft for the climb.

 Once above 50 feet or so, unlock the gear selector by pulling the pin and select UP. 
Now cross to the other side console and crank the gear lever until the gear is up 
and the indicator light is extinguished on the instrument panel. Re-lock the selector switch, 
ensuring the pin is back IN. In real life, the pilot has to change hands on the stick to do all this. A trap for 
novice pilots!

CLIMB

 Once the gear is up and locked, reduce the throttle slightly to achieve around 30 inches 
of mercury on the Manifold Pressure gauge.

 Climb to your desired altitude and level out, reducing throttle for the cruise which should be
 around 150 mph.

 It is important to monitor the mixture control as you climb to give the engine the correct 
air to fuel ratio. Once above 3,500 ft. You will need to be ready to reduce the mixture control setting. 
A rise in engine RPM will be heard as you do this, indicating correct engine management.

 As temperatures drop at higher altitude, you may need to use the carburettor heat control. 
Check the Carburettor  Temperature  Gauge on the right side of the lower main subpanel. 
The Carburettor Heater control is situated  next  to the Primer Control.

APPROACH and LAND

 On approach  to land, your speed should be reduced to around 90 mph. Set mixture control to 100%
Unlock the landing gear selector switch and select DOWN. Cross to the right console and use the crank 
handle to lower the gear. Ensure that the indicator is showing DOWN and the light has illuminated 
on the main instrument panel.

 If you are on approach to a carrier, lower the arresting hook.  Cycle to Landing View for better vision.

 In outside view, pressing SHIFT/E+2 will raise the pilot in his seat.



	 Airspeed	should	be	75	–	85	MPH	over	the	threshold.

 Pull throttle back to idle and pull the stick back gently to flair and attempt a three-point landing.
Keep the aircraft straight with small amounts of rudder correction. Do not worry if you don’t and the main 
wheels touch first as the aircraft will settle on its tailwheel soon after.

 Once the tailwheel is on the ground, apply the brakes and slow to taxy speed.

 Of course on a carrier trap you will be at a dead stop by now!

 Being a combat fighter and later a trainer, the Grumman F3F-2 is fully aerobatic. Please look 
after your engine and make sure that you do not overstress the airframe. You will find flying the 
“Barrel” a tremendously rewarding experience, especially when you trap on a carrier for the first time.

 Enjoy your F3F-2 and we hope you will enjoy her as much as we did making her.

 The Aeroplane Heaven Team.
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